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Abstract

Within the AMI (Augmented Multi-party Interaction) project technologies will be developed that can facilitate human interaction in the context of instrumented meeting rooms, which includes remote participant support and the possibility to browse through past meetings. The project collects data on people engaged in meetings in order to describe, analyze and theorize about meeting behavior and collaborative work. This symposium addresses research methods and techniques used in the AMI project. It deals with the collection of a richly annotated corpus, the design of annotation tools that are focused on specific annotation tasks, methods for user requirements elicitation and browser evaluation, and the observation and interpretation of behavior to obtain recognized behavioral aspects that are visualized and evaluated in a virtual meeting room.
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1 Introduction

The focus of the Augmented Multi-party Interaction (AMI) project is on meeting research and on assisting participants of meetings with technology. When people meet they interact and hence the project needs to understand the details of human communicative behavior in the realistic and comparatively well-structured setting of a meeting. The overall objective of AMI is to develop technologies that are able to understand and support multimodal, multiparty, human communication in meetings. The primary focus is on the development of meeting browsers that enable users to navigate and search through past meetings and on remote meeting assistants that enable remote participants to have a richer interaction with the meeting or to monitor the meeting while they are engaged in other activities in parallel.

AMI is a multi-disciplinary research project which includes modeling of human-human interaction and group dynamics, multimodal (speech and vision) processing and recognition, content abstraction and human-computer interaction.

2 Analysis of human interactions

Automatic analysis of human interactions is an emerging domain in meeting research [2]. Building upon the findings of social psychologists (amongst others [4]) computer understanding of human interactions is used to accomplish more natural human-machine interaction and computer enhanced human-human communication [3]. For the automatic analysis of natural interactive communicative behavior in meetings, between humans as well as between humans and machines, the availability of large annotated databases of multimodal meeting recordings is essential. The AMI project has a number of meeting rooms equipped with multimodal sensors and computers where meetings are recorded. The collection of recorded meetings is transcribed and annotated on a wide range of properties, ranging from higher level features (e.g. dialogue acts, gestures, emotions, focus of attention) to lower level features (e.g. words, hand and arm movements, facial display elements). Many coding schemes for annotating various aspects of behavior already exist (and have been tested). In the AMI project existing coding schemes are used, improved and extended and new coding schemes for phenomena which have not been investigated before (e.g. emotion) are developed.

AMI builds on previous European projects in the field of multimodal meeting modeling and annotation. Almost the same partners have collaborated in the M4 (Multimodal Meeting Manager) project [6]. Part of the AMI partners participated in the NITE (Natural Interactivity Tools Engineering) project [7] and ICSI (the ICSI Meeting Project [1]) participates in AMI as well. Other projects that work on the computational modeling of meetings and the development of tools for meeting support are for example the Meeting Room project at Carnegie Mellon University [5] and the NIST Meeting Room Project [8].

3 Access to meeting data

The annotated meetings can be used in the meeting browser and remote meeting assistant to enable efficient access to the full multimodal content. Navigation may for instance use identification of meeting participants, identification of focus of attention, or degree of involvement of participants at a particular time. If the assistance can be offered real-time during a meeting, a remote participant that simultaneously is engaged in other activities might be warned when a topic of interest is discussed or the chairman can get support in summarizing the decisions and action points.

Though in theory the possibilities of the use of technologies to facilitate meeting browsing and access seem promising, the actual success depends on the (potential) users. Therefore user requirements elicitation and evaluation of meeting browser concepts and demonstrators of (remote) meeting assistants are increasingly emphasized in the project. One of the main problems in deriving requirements for new technology is that potential users are often unaware of the possibilities. Consequently, when asked directly what they need, users will hardly ever express the need for new technology. In AMI the requirements gathering methods will try to deal with this well-known observation.

4 Outline of the symposium

This symposium presents a selection of methods and techniques used in the AMI project. Though far from complete this selection gives an impression of the wide range of subjects, disciplines and methods AMI deals with.
McCowan et al. give an overview of AMI research themes and discuss corpus design, data collection, annotation and distribution of the AMI meeting corpus.

The creation of large annotated multimodal corpora of meetings is very time consuming. Reidsma et al. stress the need for annotation tools that reduce the amount of work. They discuss the requirements for such tools and propose to design tools that are focused on specific tasks. An overview of properties of annotation problems is presented.

The methodology used to gather user requirements is discussed by Tucker et al. They propose a hybrid approach, combining the examination of current practices with user evaluation of new technology.

Finally, Rienks et al. present the measurement of the behavior of meeting participants. They describe the process from automatic observation of behavioral aspects through interpretations resulting in recognized behavior. They also discuss the use of a virtual meeting room as a research tool. A virtual meeting room can be used for visualization and evaluation of annotations and their interpretations, and for simulation to test models of behavior.
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